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New Liquid Phase and Metal-Insulator Transition in Si MOSFETs
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We argue that there is a new liquid phase in the two-dimensional electron system in Si MOSFET
low enough electron densities. The recently observed metal-insulator transition results as a cros
from the percolation transition of the liquid phase through the disorder landscape in the system b
the liquid-gas critical temperature. The consequences of our theory are discussed for variety of phy
properties relevant to the recent experiments. [S0031-9007(98)05758-5]

PACS numbers: 71.30.+h, 73.40.Hm, 73.40.Qv
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The scaling theory of localization [1] of noninteracting
electrons tells us that disorder is a relevant perturbati
in two dimensions: The system is an insulator at low
enough temperatures. The recent discovery of a possi
metal-insulator transition in Si MOSFETs by Kravchenk
et al. [2] apparently defies this long-held belief. This
should not be surprising because the dominant Coulom
interaction in Si MOSFETs may invalidate the noninter
acting scaling theory. In a typical Si MOSFET sampl
where the transition is observed, the ratio between the a
erage Coulomb interaction and the Fermi energy is abo
20. These intriguing experiments [2–6] generate renewe
interests in the properties of low density two-dimension
electron systems [7], especially in the combined effec
of interaction and disorder in such systems [8,9]. One
the striking features of the system is theI-V nonlinearity
at average electric fields much weaker than the expec
value determined by the effective temperature of the ele
trons [10]. This raises questions of whether the syste
can be described by a theory for homogeneous system
(See the discussion on electric field dependence in the t
for more detail.) As we argue in this Letter, the mobile
positive background in Si MOSFETs allows macroscop
inhomogeneity to occur more easily at low enough ave
age electron densities. The metal-insulator transition, t
small field nonlinearI-V, as well as a host of other phe-
nomena result from the combined effect of the inhomo
geneity and the disorder in the system.

In a remote doped or modulation doped GaAsyAlGaAs
sample, the electron system is well described by the cla
sic jellium model of electron gas. The roughly uniform
positive background is fixed by the bulk crystal and
does not participate in the dynamics of the electron sy
tem. On the other hand, in an inverted Si MOSFET
the positive background charges at the metal-oxide i
terface are mobile. This allows for more possibilitie
for the physical properties of the electron system in S
MOSFETs. However, we want to emphasize that th
mobile positive background is not absolutely essenti
for the macroscopic inhomogeneity to occur. A slowly
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varying disorder potential combined with electron-electro
correlation, for example, may also favor macroscop
inhomogeneity in the system. Obviously detail micro
scopic calculations are needed to address this issue. T
is deferred to a future publication.

We now consider what happens at low enough electr
densities in a Si MOSFET. For the convenience
our argument, we treat the mobile positive backgrou
charges as holes. We consider the adiabatic evolut
of the system as the oxide thickness increases. At z
thickness, the phase diagram of such an electron-h
system, shown in Fig. 1, is well established [11,12]. Th
high density phase is a metallic electron-hole liquid. Th
low density phase is an exciton gas. There is a tw
phase coexistence region below the critical temperatu
Tc. As the oxide thickness increases beyond the Bo
radius aB, the excitons in the gas phase dissolve in
separated electrons and holes. In a disordered sam
these electrons occupy the lowest lying localized sta
in the system. The internal degrees of freedom, such
spin and valley indices, do not play important roles
determining the energy of the gas phase. This impli
that there is a large amount of spin and valley entro

FIG. 1. Phase diagram of an electron-hole system.
© 1998 The American Physical Society
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at energies close to the ground state of the localiz
gas phase and that the energy cost to polarize th
internal degrees of freedom is small compared to th
cohesive energy of the liquid phase, which is given b
the Coulomb interaction. Since there is no exciton
correlation in the electron-hole liquid phase, the leng
scale set by the Bohr radius does not have a spec
meaning to the liquid. As long as the oxide thicknes
is comparable to the interelectron distance, the liqu
phase remains intact except that its cohesive and surf
energies are reduced. Therefore the new liquid phase
low density Si MOSFETs is adiabatically connected to th
electron component of the electron-hole liquid which i
an entanglement of two normal Fermi liquids of electron
and holes [11]. It is a singlet of the spin and valle
degrees of freedom. In a disordered system, the liqu
phase further lowers its energy by occupying the valle
of the disorder landscape. It percolates through t
sample in a fashion determined by the competition amo
its cohesive energy, its surface energy, and the disord
potential. This gives rise to a metal-insulator transitio
at the percolation threshold in the classical limit at zer
temperature. Apparently, quantum tunneling betwee
separated liquid regions or a finite temperature destro
this transition. This is illustrated in Fig. 2. Along the
n axis, i.e., at zero temperature and when the coupli
constant determining the phase breaking mechanism
infinity, there is a second order phase transition at t
percolation thresholdnc. Away from the n axis, the
transition is destroyed by a finite temperature or quantu
tunneling. However, in the region of temperature an
coupling constant close to the critical point, the physic
of the system is influenced by the very existence of th
critical point, similar to the situation in a quantum phas
transition [13,14]. Therefore it is the crossover behavio
near the critical point that is observed in the experiment

We now discuss the related experiments in Si MOS
FETs and show how they are consistent with the cons
quences of our proposed theoretical framework.

FIG. 2. Effects of a finite temperature and quantum tunnelin
on the percolation transition.
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Temperature dependence of the resistivity.—One of
the most striking features of the experiments [2–6] is
that the temperature dependence of the resistivity chang
from insulator-like to metal-like as the electron density
increases. This is readily understood in our theory. A
low enough densities and whenT , Tc, the system is in
the two-phase regime. Whenn , nc, the conduction in
the system is dominated by the phonon-assisted hoppin
through the localized gas phase. This gives rise to th
famous Coulomb-gap behavior [15]

r , e
p

E0yT (1)

at low temperatures. On the other hand, whenn . nc,
the sample is able to conduct electric current. Using
simple two-fluid model for the conduction, we have

s  flsl 1 fgsg and fl 1 fg  1 , (2)

where fl and fg are, respectively, the fractions of the
electrons in the liquid and the gas phases.s, sl , andsg

are, respectively, the total conductivity, the conductivity
of the liquid, and the conductivity of the localized gas. At
T much lower than the cohesive energyDc of the liquid,
we estimatefg to be

fg . Ae2sDcyTd. (3)

Combining the above equations, we obtain the lowT
behavior of the resistivity on the metallic side

r  r̃0 1 r̃1e2sDcyTd, (4)

wherer̃0  1ysl andr̃1  Ar̃0s1 2 sgysld. This tem-
perature dependence ofr on the metallic side was sug-
gested by Pudalov [16] based on a completely differen
interpretation of the experiments. It was observed by
Haneinet al. [5] in recent experiments on GaAsyAlGaAs
hole samples with a conducting backgate. ForT . Dc,
the liquid phase ceases to exist. The resistivity of the sys
tem depends weakly on temperature.

Scaling and duality.—In a realistic sample, the cou-
pling constant of the phase breaking mechanism is fixe
by the property of the sample. We need to conside
what happens in a constant-a plane in Fig. 2. Because
of the diverging length scalej and vanishing energy scale
´ , e2yj close to the critical pointnc, using the usual
arguments [14], we write the finite temperature resistivity
of the system in the scaling form

rsT , nd  r̃sdyT1ynd , (5)

where d  sn 2 ncdync and n is the correlation length
exponent. The value ofn predicted by the percolation
theory is n  4y3. This is within the range of the
measured values of,1.2–1.6.

The duality observed in the experiments [2,3] can be
readily understood by the following argument. Because
there is no critical point on the constant-a plane at a finite
3325
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temperature, the functioñrsxd is an analytic function of
its variable. Taylor expanding it atx  0, we have

rsT , dd  r̃s0d 1 r̃s1d d

T1yn
1

1
2

r̃s2d
µ

d

T1yn

∂2

1 . . . .

(6)

Immediately, we have

rsT , nc 1 ddrsT, nc 2 dd  sr̃s0dd2 1 Osd2d . (7)

Obviously, this operationally defined duality relation i
a generic feature of the critical region. It should b
interesting to test this by looking at the temperatu
dependence of the coefficient of thed2 term.

Electric-field dependence of the resistivity.—There are
two important features associated with the electric-fie
experiments [10]. First, the nonlinearI-V occurs at very
small currents (or electric fields). Second, the nonline
resistivity exhibits scaling as a function of electric fiel
on both the metallic and insulating sides. There are tw
known mechanisms for nonlinearity in a homogeneo
system [14]. The first requires that the electric fie
energy scale be the dominant energy scale in the syst
In the critical region, this energy should be larger tha
the temperature. However, in a typical nonlinearI-V
experiment in Si MOSFETs, the nonlinearity occurs
electric fields as low as0.25 mVycm [10]. Using a phase
breaking length of 10 000 Å, which is an upper boun
of the localization length, we estimate the electric fie
energy scale to be about0.3 mK, much smaller than the
temperature220 mK. No nonlinearity should result from
this mechanism. The second mechanism is Joule heat
Joule heating raises the effective temperatureTe of the
electrons according toTe , E1y2 [17]. The experiments
in Ref. [10] indicate thatTe is about2 K at an electric field
of 50 mVycm. Using an electric field of0.25 mVycm,
we estimateTe to be 150 mK, which is lower than the
lattice temperature220 mK. Therefore Joule heating is
not significant at such an electric field and no nonlineari
should result. The above arguments lead us to believe t
the nonlinearI-V is caused by the intrinsic inhomogeneit
in the system, which greatly enhances the electric field
a factor given by the ratio of the sample size to the typic
gap between two liquid regions.

The scaling behavior which appeared at large elect
fields can be readily understood following the arguments
Ref. [14]. Close to the critical point, the vanishing energ
scale e , e2yj is cut off by the electric field through
e , eEj. Thus, the zero temperature resistivity can b
written in the scaling form

rsE, dd  r̃sdyE1ynsz11dd , (8)

with z  1. Usingn  4y3, we findnsz 1 1d  8y3 .
2.66, which is very close to the experimental value o
2.70 [10].

Effects of an in-plane magnetic field.— When the
Zeeman energy of the magnetic field is larger tha
3326
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the Fermi energy of the gas phase, it fully polarize
the electrons in the gas phase. The portion of electro
in the gas phase at low temperatures can be estimated
be

fg , esgmBSzHk2DcyTd, (9)

whengmBSzHk , Dc. Using the two-fluid model above,
we find, in agreement with experiments [18], the in-
plane magnetic field dependence of the resistivity on th
metallic side to be

r , r0 1 r1egmBSzHkyT . (10)

When the Zeeman energy goes beyondDc, the liquid
phase ceases to exist because the critical temperatureTc

is zero. The system is a fully polarized gas and it is no
affected by further increases ofHk. Figure 3 shows this
generalized situation of Eq. (10) for a given temperatur
T . The resistivity increases exponentially withHk from
its zero-field valuer0sT d to the saturated valuermsTd at
the critical fieldHk,c given bygmBSzHk,c  Dc, i.e.,

ln rsT , Hkd 

(
ln r0sT d 1

Hk

Hk,c
ln rmsTd

r0sTd , if Hk , Hk,c ,
ln rmsTd, if Hk . Hk,c .

(11)

When T ø gmBSzHk,c, rsT , Hkd should be exponential
in HkyT for intermediate values ofHk. Using this we
have

ln rmsT d , ln r̃m 1
gmBSzHk,c

T
. (12)

The preliminary experimental data [18] are consisten
with this prediction. It should be interesting to test it in
more detail.

Next, we look at how the low temperature behaviors o
the resistivity on the metallic side evolve for different in-
plane magnetic fields. Using Eqs. (11) and (12), we hav

ln rsT , Hkd 

µ
1 2

Hk

Hk,c

∂
ln r0sT d

1
gmBSzHk

T
1

Hk ln r̃m

Hk,c
. (13)

This equation predicts different behaviors ofrsT , Hkd,
shown in the inset of Fig. 3, forHk , Hk,0 and Hk .

Hk,0, where Hk,0  r̃1Hk,cysr̃0 1 2r̃1d. Using the ex-
perimental data of̃r1yr̃0 . 10 andHk,c . 20 kOe in the
experiments of Simonianet al. [18], we predictHk,0 .
10 kOe. This is consistent with the data shown in Fig. 4
in Ref. [18]. For Hk ø Hk,0, the temperatureTm at
which rsT , Hkd reaches a minimum is given by

Tm ,
Dc

lns Dc

gmBSzHk
d

. (14)
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FIG. 3. In-plane magnetic field dependence of the resistivi
The inset shows the temperature dependence ofr for vari-
ous in-plane magnetic fields: (a)Hk ø H̃k,0, (b) Hk , H̃k,0,
(c) Hk . H̃k,0. The temperature is measured in units o
gmBSzHk,c.

This is consistent with the preliminary experimental da
[18]. It should be interesting to test this predictio
quantitatively.

Further experiments.—(1) One of the most interesting
experiments is to probe directly the inhomogeneity in th
electron density. This can be achieved through scann
techniques using a single-electron-transistor as the pro
for the electric field in the system. According to our the
ory, we expect the system to phase separate into region
different densities. The regions of the sample occupied
the metallic liquid phase should be easily observable in o
of the implementations of such scanning techniques [1
(2) In our theory, the spin and valley indices play simila
roles in determining the physics of the system. We e
pect a strain field, which splits the valley degeneracy
the two-dimensional electron system in Si MOSFETs,
have effects similar to those of an in-plane magnetic fie
This should distinguish our theory from those in which th
spin degrees of freedom play a nontrivial role in produ
ing the observed experiments. (3) Light scattering expe
ments in such systems can also provide useful informatio
Because of the occurrence of macroscopic inhomogene
in the system below the critical temperatureTc, we should
see an increase in the wave-vector-breaking compone
of the light scattering as the temperature gets belowTc.
In the vicinity of Tc, observation of critical opalescence in
light scattering should be strong evidence for the existen
of the new liquid phase.

In summary, we have argued that there is a new li
uid phase in the two-dimensional electron system in
MOSFETs at low enough average electron densities. T
percolation transition of this liquid through the disorde
landscape in the classical limit in a disordered syste
causes the metal-insulator crossover behaviors observe
ty.
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recent experiments. We have made quantitative pred
tions and proposed new experiments to further investig
the physical properties of the system.
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